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QUESTION 307 
You have 10 new Windows 10 devices. 
You plan to deploy a provisioning package that will configure a wireless network profile. 
You need to ensure that a support technician can install the provisioning package on the devices. The solution must 
use the principle of least privilege. 
To which group should you add the support technician? 
 

A. Users 

B. Power Users 

C. Network Configuration Operators 

D. Administrators 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/configuration/provisioning-packages/provisioning-apply-package 
 
QUESTION 308 
Drag and Drop Question 
You have a computer that runs Windows 10 and has the Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit (Windows ADK) 
installed. 
You need to perform the following tasks: 

Prepare a Windows PE (WinPE) working directory. 
Add scripting support to a WinPE image. 
Mount and unmount a WinPE image. 

Which command should you use for each task? To answer, drag the appropriate commands to the correct tasks. Each 
command may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll 
to view content. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Answer:  

 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/manufacture/desktop/winpe-mount-and-customize?view=windows-
11 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/manufacture/desktop/winpe-adding-powershell-support-to-
windows-pe?view=windows-11 
 
QUESTION 309 
Your network contains an Active Directory domain. The domain contains a computer named Computer1 that runs 
Windows 10. 
The domain contains the users shown in the following table. 
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Computer1 has four printers as shown in the following table. 

 
Which printers will be available to User1 when the user signs in to Computer1? 
 

A. Printer3 only 

B. Printer1 and Printer3 only 

C. Printer1, Printer2, and Printer3 only 

D. Printer1, Printer3, and Printer4 only 

E. Printer1, Printer2, Printer3, and Printer4 

 
Answer: E 
 
QUESTION 310 
Hotspot Question 
Your network contains an Active Directory domain. The domain contains the users shown in the following table. 

 
The domain contains a computer named Computer1. Computer1 contains the users shown in the following table. 

 
On Computer1, you create a restore point named RP1. 
Which users can restore RP1 on Computer1? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Answer:  

 
Explanation: 
https://ss64.com/nt/syntax-security_groups.html 
 
QUESTION 311 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one 
correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions 
will not appear in the review screen. 
You have a computer that runs Windows 10. The computer contains a folder. The folder contains sensitive data. 
You need to log which user reads the contents of the folder and modifies and deletes files in the folder. 
Solution: From the properties of the folder, you configure the Auditing settings and from the Audit Policy in the local 
Group Policy, you configure Audit privilege use. 
Does this meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

C.  

D.  
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Answer: B 
Explanation: 
Files and folders are objects and are audited through object access, not though privilege use. 
https://www.netwrix.com/how_to_detect_who_changed_file_or_folder_owner.html 
 
QUESTION 312 
Your company has a branch office that contains 25 workgroup computers. The computers run Windows 10 Pro. 
Users report that they cannot see other computers from Network in File Explorer. 
What should you do to resolve the issue? 
 

A. Set Network profile to Private. 

B. Turn off random hardware addresses for the network connection. 

C. Set Network profile to Public. 

D. Configure the network connection as a metered connection. 

 
Answer: A 
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